MWA33B

Microwave & Grill

Microwave with grill
Features and Benefits:
31L Capacity

31L capacity functional size for everyday use

Dynamic Sensor

The sensor technology detects the level of humidity of the food adapting power
and cooking time. It controls the cooking process to assure the best results.

Chef menu

A range of 90 menus to save time, serve perfect dishes and make cooking a
completely intuitive experience

Fan-forced convection

The fan forces the heat on the food surface, keeping the food tender and moist
on the inside.

Steam Accessory

Use steam accessory in conjunction with the microwave to allow you to cook
healthy and delicious dishes while preserving the food’s vitamins and

Quartz Grill

The powerful and self-cleaning grill heating element will heat the surface to
enhance each flavour and get the typical gratin effect.

WARNING: technical specifications and product sizes can be varied by the manufacturer, without notice. Cut outs for appliances should only be by physical product measurements.
The above information is indicative only.
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MWA33B

Microwave & Grill

Dynamic Crisp: Only possible through 3D Emission system – allowing perfectly even browning on top and bottom. A special Crisp plate made of ferrite (a type of rubber) heats up extremely fast (210°within 2 min.)
Crisp Plate is heated up by lower MW inlet – turning it virtually into a frying pan. The quartz grill is responsible
for browning the top of food surface fast and evenly The upper MW inlet speeds up the cooking of the food on
the plate Turntable rotation, Grill power and MW power must be perfectly synchronized in order to have proper
balance of baking, rising and browning.

Technical Specifications:
Technical Specifications
Voltage (V)
Frequency (Hz)

240
50

Absorbed Current (A)
Type of energy
Absorbed Power (W)
Maximum Microwave Power
Grill
Cavity Capacity (Net)
Plug and lead
Ventilation type

10A
Electric
2200
950W
1250W
31 ltr
10 AMP
Front Ventilation

Height of the product
Depth of the product
Width of the product
Gross Product weight (kg)

379
540
491
29.88
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